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Our founding fathers, had a deep trust and appreciation in the secular human
behavior logic principles of Jesus. To our founding fathers the wall of separation of
religion and state, existed inside religion not on the outside. Guiding our early
Americans to govern and live using the secular human behavior logic principles of
Jesus. (December 16, 2008 additional information, I remembered hearing Thomas
Jefferson, wrote a book, of all the secular parts of the bible, particularity of Jesus'
words, without the supernatural parts. The book had been given out to new members
of congress.) Understanding the bible’s importance, Abraham Lincoln used Jesus’
secular logic in his campaign debate to explain “A house divided against itself, that
house will not stand”.
President John F. Kennedy in his inaugural speech spoke of his belief in a wall of
separation of church and state. Me, being once a Catholic, educated from first grade to
eight grade, in O.L.V., St hyacinth, and St, Barabara’s schools. Understanding not long
ago the bible was discourage and before that forbidden for Catholics to read. All
secular human behavior logic principles of Jesus, heavenly logic, and ceremony was
instituted by priest or nuns. John F, Kennedy being a Catholic, put the wall of
separation “outside” of his church. So none of his critics would say being the first
catholic president, that Kennedy is going to take counsel from his priest to govern as
president.
When I was eighteen years of age going on nineteen, I stayed in my bedroom
most of the summer in the year 1984. As our founding fathers before us, I prayed,
fasted, and read intently Jesus’ secular human behavior logic. The parables and Jesus’
life story, over and over, learning slowly their inner truths of motives of men’s hearts
pertaining to greed, lust, power, compassion, justice, mercy, and humility. Through the
years, I learned from talking to thousands of people of all walks of life and age, how
relevant the bible’s secular logic is to us and our country. I began to leave the once very
important to me, psychology of the world.
Today psychology is prospering almost everywhere on television, in schools,
and in courts. Psychology united in state, has been unconstitutionally uplifted by
hundreds of billions of tax dollars for more then forty years. Blinding citizens from the
founding fathers hopeful intention. To create a government, where men naturally reap
what they sow, enabling men to be accountable to themselves, to read out, search and
hopefully find through other non-gov’t citizens, the founding fathers deep trust and
appreciation in the secular human behavior logic principles of Jesus for an abundant
life of happiness.
Your courage and trust will hopefully enable me to humbly ask the federal
government to separate itself from psychology and compensate the American citizens

with a memorial to the humanity of Jesus. Called the “National Bethlehem Water front
park”.
John Nowak

